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**I Will Not Remain Silent** is a concerto for violin and orchestra inspired by the life of Joachim Prinz.

Prinz was a rabbi in Berlin under the Hitler regime who bravely warned Jews of the Holocaust and saved many lives. Later, in the United States, Prinz became a friend of Martin Luther King, Jr., and an outspoken leader of the Civil Rights Movement. In the first movement of **I Will Not Remain Silent**, the orchestra represents Nazi Germany. In the second movement, the orchestra is America during the Civil Rights era. In both movements, the solo violin represents the voice and mind of Joachim Prinz.

**I Will Not Remain Silent** was commissioned by a consortium:
- IRIS Orchestra
- Musicians For Human Rights Orchestra
- Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra
- St. Louis Symphony Orchestra

**World Premiere:**
January 24th, 2015, Germantown, Tennessee
IRIS Orchestra conducted by Michael Stern
Sharon Roffman, violin soloist
I Will Not Remain Silent  
(Chamber Ensemble Version*)
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**The original work is for violin and orchestra.**
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